Introduction
The development of analytically tractable teletraffic models for performance evaluation of mobile cellular networks under more realistic assumptions has been the concern of recent works (Corral-Ruíz et al. 2010; 2005, Fang b; Kim & Choi 2009; Pattaramalai, 2009; Rico-Páez et al., 2007; Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2010; Wang & Fan, 2007; Yeo & Yun, 2002; Zeng et al., 2002) . The general conclusion of those works is that, in order to capture the overall effects of cellular shape, cellular size, users' mobility patterns, wireless channel unreliability, handoff schemes, and characteristics of new applications, most of the time interval variables (i.e., those used for modeling time duration of different events in telecommunications -for example, cell dwell time, residual cell dwell time, unencumbered interruption time, unencumbered service time) need to be modeled as random variables with general distributions. In this research direction, phasetype distributions have got a lot of attention because of the possibility of using the theory of Markov processes 1 (Fang, 1999 , Christensen et al., 2004 . Moreover, there have been major advances in fitting phase-type distributions to real data (Alfa & Li, 2002) . Among the phasetype probability distributions, the use of hyper-Erlang distribution is of special interest due to its universality property (i.e., it can be used to accurately approximate the behavior of any non negative random variable) and also because of the fact that it provides accurate description of real distributions of different time variables in mobile cellular networks (Fang, 1999; Corral-Ruíz et al., 2010; Yeo & Yun, 2002) . When a probability distribution different to the negative exponential one is the best choice to fit the real distribution of a given time interval variable, not only its expected value but also its higher order moments are relevant. Nonetheless, the study of the effect of moments higher than the expected value has been largely ignored. The reason is twofold: 1) because of the relatively recent use of probability distributions different to the exponential one and 2) because the related works have been focused on developing mathematical models rather than numerically evaluating system performance. In this chapter, the important task of identify and analyze the influence of moments higher than the expected value of both cell dwell time and unencumbered interruption time on network performance is addressed. Specifically, in this chapter, system performance sensitivity to the first three standardized moments (i. e., expected value, coefficient of variation, and skewness) of both cell dwell time and unencumbered interruption time in cellular networks is investigated. These time interval variables are assumed to be phase-type distributed random variables. System performance is evaluated in terms of new call blocking, handoff failure, and forced call termination probabilities, carried traffic, handoff call arrival rate, and the mean channel holding time for new and handed off calls.
System model description
In this section, the basic concepts and general guidelines for the mathematical analysis developed in subsequent sections are given.
Basic concepts
In a mobile cellular network, radio links for communication are provided by base stations whose radio coverage defines a cell. Every time a mobile user whishes to initiate a call, the mobile terminal attempts to obtain a radio channel for the connection. If no channel is available, the call is blocked and cleared from the network. This is called a new call blocking. Nonetheless, if a channel is available, it is used for the connection, and released under any of the following situations: the call is successfully completed, the call is forced to terminate due to the wireless link unreliability, or the mobile user moves out of the cell. The channel holding time is defined as the amount of time that a call occupies a channel in a particular cell. Moreover, when a mobile user moves from one cell to another during an ongoing communication, the call requires a new channel to be reserved in the new cell. This procedure of changing channels is called a handoff. If no channel is available in the new cell during the handoff, the call is said to be forced to terminate due to resource insufficiency. This phenomenon is called a handoff call blocking. New call blocking and forced call termination probabilities are being considered as important design parameters for evaluating the level of quality of service (QoS) offered by a wireless network. It has been observed that priority to handoff calls over new call initiation enables to improve the QoS. In a well-established cellular network and from the call forced termination point of view, handoff call blocking can be usually a negligible event (Boggia et al., 2005) . Thus, the main cause of call forced termination is due to the unreliable nature of the wireless communication channel 2 (Boggia et al., 2005) .
Basic assumptions
A homogeneous multi-cellular system with omni-directional antennas located at the centre of each cell is assumed; that is, the underlying processes and parameters for all cells within the cellular network are the same, so that all cells are statistically identical. Each cell has a maximum number S of radio channels assigned to it and can therefore support at most S calls simultaneously. Since a sudden forced termination during a call session will be more upsetting than a failure to connect, a fractional cutoff priority scheme is used to give handoff calls priority over new calls. For this purpose, a real number N of channels in each cell is reserved for handoff prioritization (Vázquez-Ávila et al., 2006) . As it has been widely accepted in the related literature (Orlik & Rappaport, 1998; Lin et al., 1994) , both the new call arrivals and handoff attempts are assumed to follow independent Poisson processes with mean arrival rate λ n and λ h , respectively, per cell. Some other assumptions and definitions are presented in the Section 2.3.
Definition of time interval variables
In this section the different time interval variables involved in the teletraffic model of a mobile cellular network are defined. First, the unencumbered service time per call x s (also known as the requested call holding time (Alfa and Li, 2002) or call holding duration (Rahman & Alfa, 2009) ) is the amount of time that the call would remain in progress if it experiences no forced termination. It has been widely accepted in the literature that the unencumbered service time can adequately be modeled by a negative exponentially distributed random variable (RV) (Lin et al., 1994; Hong & Rappaport, 1986 , Del Re et al., 1995 . The RV used to represent this time is X s and its mean value is E{X s } = 1/μ. Now, cell dwell time or cell residence time x d (j) is defined as the time interval that a mobile station (MS) spends in the j-th (for j = 0, 1, …) handed off cell irrespective of whether it is engaged in a call (or session) or not. The random variables (RVs) used to represent this time are X d (j) (for j = 0, 1, …) and are assumed to be independent and identically generally phasetype distributed. For homogeneous cellular systems, this assumption has been widely accepted in the literature (Lin et al., 1994; Hong & Rappaport, 1986 , Del Re et al., 1995 Orlik & Rappaport, 1998; Fang & Chlamtac, 1999 , Li & Fang, 2008 Alfa & Li, 2002; Rahman & Alfa, 2009) . 1/η is the mean cell dwell time. In this Chapter, cell dwell time is modeled as a phase-type distributed RV. The residual cell dwell time x r is defined as the time between the instant that a new call is initiated and the instant that the user is handed off to another cell. Notice that residual cell dwell time is only defined for new calls. The RV used to represent this time is X r . Thus, the probability density function (pdf) of X r , ( ) r f t X , can be calculated in terms of X d using the excess life theorem (Lin et al., 1994) 
where
Ft X are, respectively, the mean value and cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of X d . Finally, the mathematical model used to consider link unreliability is based on the proposed call interruption process proposed in (Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2009 ). In (Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2009 ), an interruption model and a potential associated time to this process, which is called "unencumbered call interruption time," is proposed. Unencumbered call interruption time x i (j) is defined as the period of time from the epoch the mobile terminal establish a link with the j-th handed-off cell (for j = 0, 1, 2, …) until the instant the call would be interrupted due to the wireless link unreliability assuming that the mobile terminal has neither successfully completed his call nor has been handed off to another cell. The RVs used to represent this time are X i (j) (for j = 0, 1, 2, …). These RVs are assumed to be independent and phase-type distributed (Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Estrello et al., 2010) . Relationships between the different time interval variables defined in this section are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Specifically, Fig. 1 shows the time diagram for a forced terminated call due to link unreliability. 
Teletraffic analysis
In this section, the teletraffic analytical method for system-level evaluation of mobile cellular networks is presented. To avoid analytical complexity and for an easy interpretation of our numerical results, exponentially distributed unencumbered interruption time and hyperErlang distributed cell dwell time are considered. Nonetheless, numerical results for the following cases are also presented and discussed in Section 5 (Performance Evaluation): 1) Cell dwell time hyper-exponential distributed and unencumbered interruption time exponential distributed, 2) Cell dwell time exponential distributed and unencumbered interruption time hyper-Erlang distributed, 3) Cell dwell time exponential distributed and unencumbered interruption time hyper-exponential distributed.
Residual cell dwell time characterization
The methodology by which we can model the residual cell dwell time distribution is described in this section. Suppose that cell dwell time follows an m (h) -th order hyper-Erlang distribution function with parameters α i (h) , u i (h) , and η i (h) (for i = 1, 2,…, m (h) ). Let us represent by α i (h) the probability of choosing the phase i (for i = 1, 2,…, m (h) ). Thus, the pdf of cell dwell time can be written as follows
where u i (h) is a positive integer and η i (h) is a positive constant. Note that the hyper-Erlang distribution is a mixture of m (h) different Erlang distributions, and each of them has a shape parameter u i (h) and a rate parameter η i (h) . The rate parameter is related to the mean cell dwell time as follows: (Fang, 1999) . The value α i (h) represents the weight of each Erlang distribution. Using (1), the pdf of residual cell dwell time can be computed as follows
It is straightforward to show that the probability distribution function (pdf) of residual cell dwell time can be rewritten in the following compact form
From (4), it is not difficult to notice that residual cell dwell time is an m (n) -th order hyperErlang random variable with shape and rate parameters u i (n) and η i (n) (for i = 1, 2,…, m (n) ). Also, α i (n) represents the probability of choosing the phase i (for i = 1, 2,…, m (n) ). The diagram of phases and stages of cell dwell time and residual cell dwell time is shown in Fig.  2 . In Fig. 2 , y={n} represents the case when residual cell dwell time is considered, while y={h} represents the case when cell dwell time is considered. Fig. 2 . Diagram of phases and stages of the probability distribution of residual cell dwell time (y={n}) and cell dwell time (y={h}).
Queuing formulation
In the context of a wireless network, each cell may be modelled as a queuing system where new and handoff arrivals correspond to connection requests or call origination, the departures correspond to disconnection due to call termination, force termination due to wireless link unreliability, or handoff throughout adjacent cells. The servers represent the available channels, whereas the clients represent the active mobile terminals. Since a homogenous case is assumed where all the cells in the service area are statistically identical, the overall system performance can be analyzed by focusing on only one given cell. In this Chapter, we analyze system performance by following the approach proposed in (RicoPáez, et al., 2007; Rico-Páez et al., 2009; Rico-Páez et al., 2010) to capture the general distributions for both cell dwell time and unencumbered call interruption time. In this section, the special case when UIT is exponential distributed and CDT is hyper-Erlang distributed is considered. The mean value of UIT is 1/γ. For modelling this system through a multidimensional birth and death process, a total number of Table I provides the rules that determine transition rates to the different successor states (shown in the second column). As stated before, we assume that all the cells are probabilistically equivalent. That is, the new call arrival rate in each cell is equal, and the rate at which mobiles enter a given cell is equal to the rate at which they interrupt its connection (due to either a handed off call event or link unreliability) to that cell. Thus, equating rate out to rate in for each state, the statisticalequilibrium state equations are given by (Cooper, 1990) : 
,, 
Of course, the probabilities must satisfy the normalization equation given by (15). 
The corresponding steady state probabilities are calculated by means of the Gauss-Seidel Method (Cooper, 1990) . Let us assume that the channels reserved for handoff prioritization are given by N (n) =N and N (h) =0, respectively, and the total number of channels is S. Transition rates shown in Table I are given by (for y = {n, h}) 
The new call blocking (P (n) ) and handoff failure (P (h) ) probabilities can be computed using (20). 
Call forced termination probability can be calculated using the methodology developed in Section 4, while the handoff call attempt rate is calculated iteratively as explained in (Lin et al., 1994) .
Forced termination probability
Forced termination may result from either link unreliability or due to handoff failure. In general, a dropped call suffers j (j=0, 1, 2, …) successful handoffs and one forced interruption (due to either a handoff failure or link unreliability) before it is forced terminated. Thus, the forced termination probability in cell j can be expressed as follows
Event

Successor State Rate
Call enters first phase of stage i of 
Call enters first phase of stage i of
Call leaves phase j of stage i and enters phase j+1 
where P h represents the handoff failure probability. P(X i ≤min(X s , X r ) and P(X i ≤min(X s , X d ) represent interruption probabilities due to link unreliability for new and handoff calls, respectively. Function min(⋅,⋅) returns the minimum of two random variables. The call forced termination can happen in any cell. Therefore, using the total probability theorem, the forced termination probability can be computed as follows
Let us define Z s (w) =min(X s , X w )] with w={r, i, d}. Notice that Z s (w) are non-negative RVs. Thus, the different probabilities in (23) can be calculated by using the following relationship (which uses the well known residual theorem) between two non-negative independent RVs Fang b, 2005) with w={r, i, d}. P σ is the set of poles of ( )
. Equation (24) applies when the pdfs of X w and Z s (w) are proper rational functions . This is the situation of the different cases studied in this paper.
Performance Evaluation
The goal of the numerical evaluations presented in this section is to understand and analyze the influence of standardized moments higher than the expected value of both cell dwell time (CDT) and unencumbered interruption time (UIT) on the performance of mobile www.intechopen.com Cellular Networks -Positioning, Performance Analysis, Reliability 204 cellular networks. At least otherwise stated, in numerical evaluations it is assumed that mean service time is 1/μ=180 s, total number of channels per cell S=8, offered traffic equal to 4.4 Erlangs per cell, and total number of channels reserved for handoff prioritization N (n) =1. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 (6, 7, and 8) show, respectively, forced termination probability, blocking probability, and carried traffic as function of both skewness and coefficient of variation of the unencumbered call interruption time (cell dwell time) . Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 show numerical results for the particular case when UIT is either hyper-Erlang or hyper-exponential distributed and CDT is exponential distributed. On the other hand, Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show numerical results for the particular case when CDT is either hyper-Erlang or hyperexponential distributed and UIT is exponential distributed. In Figs. 6-8 , for the sake of comparison, two different values of the mean of the cell dwell time are considered: 100s (high mobility scenario) and 900 s (low mobility scenario). Also, two different values of the mean of the unencumbered call interruption time are considered in Figs. 3-5: 1500 s (low reliability scenario) and 5000 s (high reliability scenario) 3 .
Influence of unencumbered interruption time statistics on system performance
In this Section, the influence of the expected value, coefficient of variation, and skewness of unencumbered interruption time on system performance is investigated. From Fig. 3 it is observed that as the mean value of the UIT decreases the forced termination probability increases, indicating a detrimental effect of channel unreliability on system performance (remember that physically, the mean value of UIT represents a direct measure of link reliability). On the contrary, as Fig. 4 shows, the blocking probability decreases as link unreliability increases (i.e., when mean unencumbered call interruption time decreases), indicating a positive effect of channel unreliability on system performance. This behavior can be explained as follows. As link unreliability increases, more ongoing calls are forced to terminate, consequently, more resources are available for new calls decreasing, in this way, new call blocking probability.
Figs. 3 and 4 also show that, irrespective of the value of skewness, forced termination probability increases and new call blocking probability decreases as CoV of UIT increases. T h i s b e h a v i o r c a n b e e x p l a i n e d a s f o l l o w s . F i r s t , n o t e t h a t a s t h e C o V i n c r e a s e s , t h e variability of the UIT increases, thus the probability that UIT takes smaller values increases and, consequently, more calls are interrupted due to link unreliability. This fact contributes to both increase forced termination probability and decrease new call blocking probability. Furthermore, from Figs. 3 and 4 it is rather interesting to note that, for low values of skewness (say, less that 20), forced termination probability significantly increases and new call blocking probability decreases as CoV increases. For instance, Figs. 3 and 4 shows that, for the low reliability scenario, skewness equals 2, and UIT Hyper-Erlang distributed, the forced termination probability increases around 700% and new call blocking probability decreases 67% as the CoV of UIT changes from 1 to 20. Notice that the scenario where skewness equals 2 and CoV equals 1 corresponds to the case when UIT is negative exponential distributed. Finally, from Fig. 3 (Fig. 4) observe that forced termination (new call blocking) probability is a monotonically decreasing (increasing) function of skewness. On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows that the carried traffic is an increasing function of both the skewness and mean value of UIT. Also, Fig. 5 shows that, for values of skewness smaller than around 30, carried traffic decreases as CoV of UIT increases. These observations indicate a detrimental effect of channel unreliability on carried traffic. Moreover, it is interesting to note that, for values of skewness grater than around 30 and for the same mean value and type of distribution of UIT, the carried traffic is almost insensitive to the CoV of UIT. The reason is as follows. Consider that the mean value, CoV and distribution type of UIT remain without change. Then, as the skewness of UIT increases, the tail on the right side of the UIT distribution function becomes longer (that is, the probability that UIT takes higher values increases and, consequently, less calls are interrupted due to link unreliability). In this manner, the influence of skewness on forced termination probability becomes negligible. At the same time, because of link unreliability is not considered to accept a call, the blocking probability is not sensitive to changes on neither skewness nor CoV of UIT statistics. As the carried traffic directly depends on both blocking and forced termination probabilities, the combined effect of these two facts lead us to the behavior observed in Fig. 5 . An interesting observation on the results illustrated in Figs. 3-5 is that, for the same scenario, skewness and CoV, there exists a non-negligible difference between the values taken by the different performance metrics when UIT is modeled as Hyper-Erlang and Hyperexponential distributed random variable. Thus, it is evident that not only the expected value but also moments of higher order and the distribution model used to characterize UIT are relevant on system performance. 
Influence of cell dwell time statistics on system performance
In this Section, the influence of the expected value, coefficient of variation, and skewness of cell dwell time on system performance is investigated. From Fig. 6 it is observed that as the mean value of the CDT decreases the forced termination probability increases, indicating a detrimental effect of mobility on system performance. This behavior can be explained by the fact that as the mean value of CDT decreases the average number of handoffs per call increases and, as consequence, the probability of a premature termination due to resource insufficiency increases. On the other hand, from Fig. 7 , it is observed that the blocking probability increases as the mean value of CDT increases. This is because the larger the mean cell dwell time the slower users with ongoing calls move and, consequently, the rate at which radio resources are released decreases, causing a detrimental effect on blocking probability. Fig. 6 also shows that, for the low mobility scenario, forced termination probability is practically insensitive to both skewness and CoV of CDT. This behavior is due to the fact that a low mobility scenario implies that most of the calls are completed (or blocked) in the cell where they were originated, reducing the average number of handoffs per call. Also, Fig. 6 shows that, for the high mobility scenario and irrespective of the value of skewness, forced termination probability decreases as CoV of CDT increases. This behavior can be explained as follows. First, note that as the CoV of CDT increases, the variability of the CDT increases, thus the probability that CDT takes higher values increases and, consequently, the average number of handoffs per call decreases, resulting in an improvement on the forced termination probability. Furthermore, from Fig. 6 it is rather interesting to note that, for the high mobility scenario and low values of skewness (say, less that 20), forced termination probability is significantly improved as CoV of CDT increases. For instance, Fig. 6 shows that, for the high mobility scenario where CDT is Hyper-Erlang distributed, the forced termination probability decreases around 60% as the skewness and CoV of UIT change from 60 to 2 and from 1 to 20, respectively. Again, notice that the scenario where skewness equals 2 and CoV equals 1 corresponds to the case when CDT is negative exponential distributed. On the other hand, Figs. 6 and 7 show that, for the high mobility scenario both forced termination and new call blocking probabilities are monotonically increasing functions of skewness of CDT. The reason is as follows. Consider that the mean value, CoV and distribution type of CDT remain without change. Then, as the skewness of CDT decreases, the tail on the right side of the CDT distribution function becomes longer (that is, the probability that CDT takes higher values increases and, consequently, less calls move to another cell). In this manner, the rate at which channels are used by handed off calls decreases in benefit of both new call blocking probability and handoff failure probability (and, thus, forced termination probability). This fact contributes to improve carried traffic in concordance with the results presented in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 shows that carried traffic is a decreasing function of skewness of CDT. Also, Fig. 8 shows that carried traffic increases as CoV of CDT increases. These observations indicate a beneficial effect of the variability of CDT on carried traffic. Finally, as it was observed in the previous section, the results illustrated in Figs. 6-8 show that, for the same scenario, skewness and CoV of CDT, there exists a non-negligible difference between the values taken by the different performance metrics when CDT is modeled as hyper-Erlang and hyper-exponential distributed random variable. Thus, it is again evident that not only the expected value but also moments of higher order and the distribution model used to characterize cell dwell time are relevant on system performance. Fig. 7 . New call blocking probability versus coefficient of variation and skewness of cell dwell time, with the pdf type and expected value of cell dwell time as parameters. 
Conclusion
The study performed in this Chapter have allowed us to obtain new and important insights into the dependence of system performance on the first three standardized moments of both cell dwell time and unencumbered interruption time. Even though our numerical results are extracted from particular scenarios with certain set of parameter values, our contribution clearly shows that there exist relevant sensitive issues concerning higher order moments of both cell dwell time and unencumbered interruption time. We conclude that to accurately characterize the real distribution of the different random variables involved in the teletraffic model it is vital to consider not only the mean value but also higher order moments.
